Tax Alert
Just Kidding – New Jersey Reverses Course
and Reinstates Reciprocal Tax Agreement
with Pennsylvania
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On September 2nd, New Jersey Governor Chris Christie had notified
Pennsylvania officials that he had ended a 38 year-old agreement that
allowed New Jersey and Pennsylvania residents to pay income taxes where
they reside, rather than where they work. This change was to be effective
January 1, 2017 (see prior WeiserMazars Alert dated September 6, 2016
here).
On Tuesday, November 22nd, Governor Christie announced that he
rescinded his prior withdrawal from the reciprocal agreement. In view of
this action, a return to the status quo will allow New Jersey and
Pennsylvania residents that earn salary income to continue to pay income
taxes only where they reside, and withholding rules will continue as they
have in the past.
Please contact your WeiserMazars tax professional or a member of our
State & Local Tax group to discuss this action and how it may impact your
tax liability or withholding requirements.
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Our firm provides the information in this e-newsletter for general guidance only, and does not constitute the provision of legal advice,
tax advice, accounting services, investment advice, or professional consulting of any kind. The information provided herein should
not be used as a substitute for consultation with professional tax, accounting, legal, or other competent advisers. Before making any
decision or taking any action, you should consult a professional adviser who has been provided with all pertinent facts relevant to
your particular situation. Tax articles in this e-newsletter are not intended to be used, and cannot be used by any taxpayer, for the
purpose of avoiding accuracy-related penalties that may be imposed on the taxpayer. The information is provided “as is,” with no
assurance or guarantee of completeness, accuracy, or timeliness of the information, and without warranty of any kind, express or
implied, including but not limited to warranties of performance, merchantability, and fitness for a particular purpose.
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